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Abstract  
Problem of design and implementation of testing tools of learning management system which 

make use of virtual and augmented reality objects for training of cybersecurity professionals is 

discussed. An approach for constructing the Augmented Reality enhanced tests within Learn-

ing Management System  is proposed. Testing data from cybersecurity curriculum are pro-

cessed to identify use-cases and learning problems for which implementing Extended Reality 

elements will bring the greatest benefit for competencies forming. Restrictions for wide use of 

Augmented Reality in cybersecurity trainings are discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

The pandemic and related quarantine restrictions have significantly accelerated the digitalization of 

many industries. Role of digital twins [1-3] in e-commerce, education and industry is growing nowadays. 

The rapid development of computer-aided design, virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) tech-

nologies [4] allows the creation of realistic copies and 3D models of various objects. The current level 

of technology and the state of the market provide the conditions for the implementation of VR and AR 

applications to support different methods of input and output (text, audio, video, AR / VR, holography, 

etc.). As hardware and software both evolve over time, new technologies to facilitate human-machine 

interaction must be adopted for augmented reality technologies to enhance the collaboration experience. 

The variety and ubiquity of IoT devices, cameras, sensors and RFIDs allow real-time and very accurate 

tracking, which makes the integration of software applications with smart home positioning systems and 

other cyberphysical systems very attractive. 

The problems of user privacy are common in the information age, so it is crucially important to apply 

the necessary measures and technologies for information security in any information technology appli-

cation. At the same time, the growing demand for cybersecurity professionals makes rapid and cost-

effective training programs an urgent need. 

Collection, storage, efficient and timely processing of scanning and panoramic photos and videos 

with 3D-modeling packages based on immersive technologies (with the effect of full visual immersion) 

require the construction of a new cycle of information processes to develop the framework in which 

model rendering is carried out using specialized software (Autodesk 3ds MAX, Zbrush), and the virtual 

level is implemented by a dedicated engine (Unity, Unreal) [5]. This approach has already been tested 

for the visual preservation of historical and cultural heritage through virtual tours [6-7]. Creating models 

based on the concept of multicomponent mixed reality [8], which combines elements of virtual and 
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augmented reality, as well as web-3D will achieve a new level of user interaction with the content of 

education.  

Virtual Reality (VR) is a completely immersive virtual environment which substitutes the real envi-

ronment in every aspect – these are on the opposite sides of the so-called Milgram’s continuum. Aug-

mented reality (AR) is a kind of superposition of these extrema, adding a digital layer with virtual object 

or information into the picture of a real environment. Extended reality (XR) has the important feature 

that the real world and the user interact with the digital (virtual) layer in real time. Using the large variety 

of IoT sensors available today, this human-machine interaction can be activated and mediated by touch 

triggers in an intuitive and inclusive way. It is generally agreed that advanced technologies of shared 

telepresence can help solve the problems of e-learning associated with the lack of personal contacts and 

intuitive modes of interaction.  

Among a variety of instructional design strategies for e-learning courses, immersive virtual elements 

gain popularity. These can substantially enhance Scenario Based Learning (SBL) which is widely used 

to meet varied corporate training needs such as soft skills training, professional skills training, application 

simulations training and compliance training in industry [9, 10]. In a virtual environment, restrictions of 

spatial separation and disabilities become irrelevant to the learning scenario realization. Mixed reality 

components can be embedded into LMS to substitute on-site training [11-15], when training facilities 

are not available. In addition, by using context-aware XR system for instructional design, one may 

eliminate the majority of human errors, unavoidable in the standard step-by-step operational guides, 

simultaneously collecting learning statistics and psychophysiological indicators. The possibility to pro-

vide important competences and relevant experience in a natural, everyday-like environment must be 

taken into account first. Then, the realizability of the standard SBL design procedure is to be considered 

and, finally, availability of a technological platform for developing and displaying XR elements in lean-

ing management system (LMS) is to be guaranteed. For instructional design, SBL may become a 

method of choice when a decision made by a learner in a certain moment will determine further course 

of actions (causality principle), analogous actions in similar situation will produce similar effects (re-

semblance principle) and textual information can be optimally combined with visual one (contiguity 

principles). SBL is the only viable solution if provision of the real-world experience is too costly or 

dangerous, requires time compression to show the long-term effects of decisions and actions or multiple 

trial-and-error experiences are to be provided to the learner to achieve the required competence. VR 

tools will be preferred when the real environment contains distractors, lacks the distractors which may 

be present in the modelled situation or does not allow to fully immerse the trainee into a stressed state 

of the actual decision-making situation. Cost of substituting real equipment with its digital twin, how-

ever, is low only if the model and it’s behaviour do not have to be very realistic, so the digital twins 

have some restrictions for use, too. 

Complex SBL requires considerably more effort to design and implement as in many cases there 

exist multiple correct or acceptable solutions to the problem [16]. An important benefit of XR imple-

mentation in training is that a trainee uses not just his analytical abilities and problem-solving skills, 

but also enact his senses, uses and develops soft skills and receives a response resulting from his deci-

sions in real time and through multiple channels of communication. Increase of the learner’s engage-

ment is especially important for highly formalized routines such as mandatory compliance training 

which particularly comes from safety and security standards and frameworks.   

The combination of problem-based learning, widely used today, with XR-enhanced scenario-based 

learning offers many benefits for both learners and instructions, providing the former with authentic 

experiences and relevant knowledge and the latter with quantitative educational data and tunable in-

structional tools. This paper suggests an approach for constructing the AR-enhanced tests within LMS 

increase the efficiency cybersecurity training. 

2 Design of an augmented reality layer 

Augmented reality technologies have been used in design, creative industries, education, and man-

ufacturing since the 1990s [4,17,18]. The technology is to overlay a layer of virtual objects on the image 

of real objects in the environment. In this case, the internal structure, static and dynamic characteristics, 

etc. can be displayed in graphical or textual format. AR partially uses technological solutions, developed 



for virtual reality applications. Hardware user interfaces include traditional monitors and tablets, trans-

lucent windows, glasses, helmets, masks, and more. The most common today are tablets (handheld AR 

displays) due to high portability, improved cameras, displays, graphics chips, network equipment. 

These features of the current stage of implementation of augmented reality tools on e-commerce plat-

forms create the preconditions for automating the cycle of development of AR / VR applications [19] 

for e-learning. 

Majority of existing AR technologies create 2D images that are close but not perfect matches to the 

real object. The visual apparatus, observing 2D images, can give a false impression of the object, as is 

the case with anamorphic optical illusions. As a viable prototype we have tested a holographic projector 

designed to display 3D images of AR-models we have developed previously [7].  

AR training platform sends digital information through interface device (e.g., HoloLens) so opera-

tors can receive information on how to interact with equipment and understand the more delicate parts 

of the procedure (Figure 1). VR training, on the other hand, offers a completely controllable environ-

ment where warning messages can be triggered by incorrect conduct. The goggles can also use Leap 

Motion tracking to register the hands of the user so they can interact with virtual elements without 

controllers or gloves. For full interaction, the AR system (usually a mobile client) must determine and 

monitor the position of the actor, on this basis to calculate and convert the visible image, to respond to 

control influences from the person. The interaction history can be stored in the cloud storage and pro-

cessed to improve the service from compliance perspective according to the privacy and cybersecurity 

requirements. 

 

 

Figure 1: Information flows and processes characteristic of interaction with augmented reality 
applications. 
 

The initial information for creating the technical task is a description of the object and the training 

scenario (photo or video of the object for which AR / VR means of display are required, description of 

behavior / interaction). This information must be provided initially by the course instructor. Technical 

features of a particular platform, specifications, standards, etc., about which the instructor may not have 

sufficient information and knowledge is to be specified by the analysts in collaboration with the devel-

opers. The analyst himself makes two types of decisions: on whether the information is sufficient to 

begin development and on the product compliance with standards and specifications. The functions of 

the information system to be developed are shown in Figure 2.  



 

Figure 2:  Functions of the information system for the development of augmented and virtual reality. 
 

Important component of suggested information system is LMS which is an integrated system with a 

rather complex architecture to support the needs of teachers and students. Educators can use LMS to 

design materials and tests, communicate with students, and monitor their learning progress. Students 

can use it for learning and collaboration. LMSs provide logging, content access, planning, reporting, 

assessment, account management. For the purposes of this study, it is important that LMSs can also be 

used to track user actions. The last two levels of the LMS are designed to create, configure, and share 

service data with users. In general, an LMS can be divided into administration tools, teacher tools, and 

student tools. The system allows the student to discover his interests, inclinations and real skill what 

actually represent features for student model. While the student is using the system, various tools pro-

vide him with navigation, assessment, contextual help, and skill testing. Using available modern tools 

and frameworks for developing mixed reality assets, majority of real environment elements can be sub-

stituted by their virtual twins [11]. Input information for such instructional AR (VR) design is already 

present (curricula, use-cases, visuals) in, or may be collected (testing statistics, interaction logs) by 

learning management system. 

3 AR-Enhanced Learning Test Scenario Development for Cybersecurity Major 

The development of augmented reality tools requires considerable time and relevant resources, and 

also imposes certain requirements on end-user devices. Therefore, while improving online learning 

courses in LMS, a reasonable approach is to introduce elements of augmented reality gradually into 

those categories of tasks that, firstly, allow such improvement, and secondly, will give the greatest 

effect, expressed in improving the quality of students training. 

TNTU uses LMS "Atutor", which allows to accumulate statistics on the success of each student, as 

well as statistics on test questions complexity. This data allows to design improvements to the test 

subsystem of LMS using augmented reality tools. We have already discussed the importance of AR and 

VR components in study process earlier. AR approach is particularly valuable in information security 

field which concern technical methods of information protection. The cost of devices and equipment 

used in the technical protection of information is extremely high and often not affordable for Ukrainian 

universities, so the use of AR technologies and XR components in the study of relevant subjects allows 

to partially compensate for the lack of the expensive equipment. For certain courses, such as "Systems 



of technical protection of information", visualizations allow to ensure the effect of presence and signif-

icantly bring the learning environment closer to professional tasks and real situations. 

At the stage of test system development, it is important to construct test questions not only to test 

the knowledge level, but also to make student’s progress. LMS "Atutor" track statistics of students’ 

rating based on their performance in all disciplines, task complexity statistics as percentage of correct 

answers to all given answers and students’ success statistics within each test. But all these data are not 

really connected, because, for instance, question complexity can appear to be high just because low 

rating students mostly answer it. So, it is important to make a connection between student rating and 

question complexity. Authors of [9] suggest to use Rasch model for adaptive testing. We used this 

approach to assign level of knowledge and task complexity in order to identify the most difficult ques-

tions for AR supporting. 

Rasch model can be represented by formula: 

 

𝑃𝑖𝑗 =
𝑒
1.7(𝜃𝑖−𝛽𝑗)

1+𝑒
1.7(𝜃𝑖−𝛽𝑗)

,      (1) 

 

where 𝜃𝑖 is a parameter that represents student’s knowledge level and 𝛽𝑗 is a parameter that repre-

sents question complexity. 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is a probability to answer question of 𝛽𝑗 complexity by student with 𝜃𝑖 

rating level. 

In order to identify questions and tasks in which augmented reality tools should be included on the 

basis of statistical data on the success of passing tests by students, the following sequence of actions 

should be implemented: 

1. Identify categories of questions that allow for quality improvement through the use of augmented 

reality tools. 

2. Aggregate the data of passing by individual students. 

3. Choose questions for which the number of passes is sufficient to ensure the reliability of the 

decisions made (in our case - more than 10). 

4. Choose questions that, according to testing data, have an optimal resolution (close to 0.5). 

5. Aggregate data by categories of questions (content modules). 

6. To determine the most promising category for AR implementation. 

Within online course "Systems of technical protection of information" we have determined test cat-

egories for which the creation of applications is possible, namely "Signs of embedded devices" (cate-

gory 1), "Channels of information leakage" (category 2), "Physical foundations of information leakage" 

(category 3) and "Technical means for disclosing embedded devices" (category 4). For certain catego-

ries of questions, such as those related to regulatory documentation, the use of augmented reality tools 

is not appropriate at all. In some cases, when such an application can be implemented, it is associated 

with the creation and implementation of scenarios, which significantly increases the development time 

and requirements for the conditions of rational application, so it is not appropriate at the initial stage of 

course improvement. 

We have split all students into three categories: underperforming (those, who have done less than 

60% of test questions), best performing (top 10%) and normally performing (rest). We have also iden-

tified 10 categories of question complexity by splitting the total interval by 10 equal subintervals. 

Each test category includes questions of different complexity, so it is not evident which category is 

better to start to enhance with AR. 

Implementation of this algorithm yielded the results shown in the figures below. Here, probabilities 

of correct answer are visualized separately for students of different performance levels. For the current 

research, threshold values have been chosen manually based on the expert estimations, however, when 

there is sufficient statistical data and enough AR tools developed, one can automate this process and 

use our methodology to choose tasks for a particular student in adaptive way.  

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of probabilities to answer question correctly for each of three 

different categories of students and for all four chosen test categories. As we see the test category 1 

stands apart the rest for all groups of students. It means that this topic is probably the most difficult to 

understand for all students and need to be improved with AR learning scenario. 



 

Figure 3:  Distribution of probabilities to obtain correct answer for a question from the cybersecutity 
curriculum. Panel a summarises results for all tudents from the selected cohort. Panels b-d show par-
tial results characterising the underperforming, performing and best-performing students. 
 

To achieve substantial progress already in the first phase of AR-enhanced tests implementation and 

use optimally the propaedeutic function of the testing, it is advisable to begin developing and imple-

menting extended reality elements for test questions and problems from category 1 ("Signs of embedded 

devices") and then for category 4 ("Technical means for disclosing embedded devices").  

As pilot test questions it is reasonable to choose a few ones with optimal values of test complexity 

(close to 0.5). Introduction of pilot test questions with AR elements will allow both familiarizing stu-

dents with AR elements in tests and improving their proficiency in constructing visual patterns for 

future professional activities. Only after thorough testing and analysis of the collected statistical data 

compared against the presently available base dataset, further steps in development and implementation 

AR assets are to be taken. Such a gradual approach for implementing AR in testing has many reasons. 

First, it is the high cost of AR asset design and development. Second reason is the inexpediency of 

overloading tests with visual tools which may cause latency increase for server-user communication. 

Thirdly, refinement of the AR models and test scenarios are to be done timely on the basis of analysis 

by academic staff and feedback from students. The last but not least factor is peculiar character of 

professional profile. Cybersecurity analyst primarily works with highly abstract numerical and graph-

ical information, therefore, his analytical scills must be trained at the same types of instructional tests. 

After the  development and testing of AR prototype test questions, the accumulated statistics and its 

analysis will allow to optimally design adaptive testing tools in which problems with or without AR 

will be combined according to the student profile, achievements, goals and desired competencies. Prob-

ability distribution of correct answers versus student performance for the analyzed dataset is shown in 

figure 4. 



Figure 4:  Probability of correct answers versus student performance for the analyzed dataset. Loga-
rithmic trend line is shown in red. 
 

As one can see from figure 4, for target values of student performances the available data allows to 

build almost linear scaling of the testing data into the student mark, therefore it is a good starting point 

for implementing novel extended reality tools. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper a possibility and a rationale for an implementation of extended reality tools into testing 

subsystem of a learning management system is studied. Using the data collected during one semester in 

course "Systems of technical protection of information", for a few categories of test questions a plausi-

bility of choosing pilot test question and use cases is proven. Analysis of statistical data even for a 

limited cohort and relatively short testing period allows to determine which test questions and use cases 

would require an enhancement by implementing AR object to optimally improve the student perfor-

mance. 
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